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Abstract: Clouds can be seen as a natural evolution of the Internet, allowing the utilization of computing capabilities
maintained by third parties for optimizing resource usage. There are several elements that compose the cloud
infrastructure and its services, and all of them must operate harmoniously. In particular, to allow the creation
and deployment of services resilient to internal and external threats, the observance of security aspects is
essential. This includes the deployment of authentication and authorization mechanisms to control the access
to resources allocated on-demand, a strong requirement for any cloud-based solution. With this issue in mind,
several providers have recently started using some form of Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanism to simplify
the process of handling credentials inside the cloud. In this work, aiming to provide a structured overview
of the wide variety of mechanisms that can be employed with this purpose, we propose a classification of
SSO systems for cloud services, which can be used as a model for comparing current and future designing
instances of such mechanisms. In addition, to validate the usefulness of the proposed taxonomy, we provide a
classification of existing cloud-oriented SSO solutions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a model that supports ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand access to a shared pool of
configurable resources that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal effort (Mell and Grance,
2011). As such, clouds can be seen as the natural evo-
lution of the Internet, allowing the utilization of com-
puting capabilities maintained by third parties in an
optimized manner, potentially reducing costs (Velte
et al., 2009). In order to provide a suitable service,
the multiple elements that compose the cloud infra-
structure must operate harmoniously. In particular, to
allow the creation and deployment of services resi-
lient to internal and external threats, the observance
of security aspects is essential. This includes the de-
ployment of authentication and authorization mecha-
nisms to control the access to resources allocated on-
demand, a key requirement for any cloud-based solu-
tion (Tavizi et al., 2012).

Whereas authentication is widely deployed in se-
veral cloud systems, each independent cloud services

may end up adopting its own authentication mecha-
nism. For example, it is not uncommon for cloud ser-
vices to perform some basic authentication using an
identity (e.g., a username) and a secret (e.g., a pas-
sword), which is straightforward to deploy and use.
However, such uncoordinated authentication appro-
ach usually harms the usability of these systems, at
the same time that it hinders any possibility of inte-
grating different services. Even worse, the lack of in-
tegration is also likely to impair the system’s security
itself, since users who are forced to remember several
pieces of information to access different services are
often compelled to set the same secret for most (if not
all) of them. In addition, from the services’ stand-
point each authentication operation corresponds to a
separate process, requiring the allocation of additio-
nal system resources and increasing the possibility of
information leakage (You and Zhu, 2012).

Aiming to avoid such issues, many existing cloud
services have adopted some form of SSO mecha-
nism (Chadwick et al., 2013; Sette and Ferraz, 2014).
The core characteristic of SSO solutions is to provide
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a unique, system-wide identifier to each user. Several
SSO-enabled services can then rely on this identifier,
providing pervasive authentication and authorization
for its users (Urueña et al., 2014). The interest in
such approach can be verified by the fact that SSO
mechanisms have become prevalent across numerous
services, especially among major providers such as
Google (Google, 2017), Facebook (Facebook, 2017),
and Microsoft (Microsoft, 2006).

Despite the comprehensive reach of SSO mecha-
nisms for cloud services, the literature still lacks a
clear organization or a taxonomy to classify these me-
chanisms, thus allowing clear comparisons between
them. Indeed, even though standardization initiati-
ves have been proposed for authenticating users to-
ward cloud solutions (Ates et al., 2011; Hamlen et al.,
2011), these efforts do not take into account the inte-
gration of SSO with services inside the cloud. Outside
the cloud context, Clercq (Clercq, 2002) analyzed
current SSO architectures, classifying them as sim-
ple and complex approaches, based on the description
of the protocols used for each scenario. Pashalidis
and Mitchell (2003) proposed a taxonomy for existing
SSO solutions, organizing them in pseudo-SSO and
true SSO systems, depending on whether the authen-
tication process is performed directly with each ser-
vice or centralized in an SSO entity, respectively (Pas-
halidis and Mitchell, 2003). Bhargav-Spantzel et al.
(2006) proposed a taxonomy for user-centric SSO
systems, focusing on credentials and their relations-
hips (Bhargav-Spantzel et al., 2006). Albeit inte-
resting, the first two works are quite high level, so
very distinct solutions may end up under the same
category, making the taxonomy less useful for fine-
grained comparisons. In contrast, the latter is too fo-
cused on one particular type of system to be conside-
red comprehensive, so it often fails to provide speci-
fic categories for complex environments where users
have low control over their own identities, which is
the case of the cloud (Ates et al., 2011).

Aiming to address this gap, in this paper we
propose a classification of SSO systems suitable for
cloud services, to be used as a model for current and
future implementations of such systems. In addition,
we provide a classification of existing SSO soluti-
ons which can be considered cloud-oriented, exempli-
fying the usefulness of the proposed taxonomy when
compared with existing SSO categorizations. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gi-
ves an overview of SSO systems. Section 3 briefly
discusses the studied taxonomies that are related to
this work (albeit not focused on cloud computing).
Section 4 provides a comparison between the existing
taxonomies, discussing their limitations. Section 5

describes the proposed taxonomy and applies it in the
classification of existing authentication solutions.

2 SINGLE SIGN-ON: OVERVIEW

The concept of authentication is based on the correct
association of a subject to an identity (Bishop, 2004).
In other words, via the authentication process, a sub-
ject claims to be the rightful owner of an identity, pro-
viding credentials that prove such ownership, and the
system then verifies whether or not this claim is valid.
This process can be carried out using several diffe-
rent types of credentials, such as something that the
subject knows (e.g., a password), possesses (e.g., a
smart card), is (e.g., static biometrics), does (e.g., dy-
namic biometrics), and/or some other verifiable pro-
perty (e.g., the subject’s location) (Bishop, 2004). For
a higher security level, these credentials can be com-
bined, leading to a multi-factor authentication mecha-
nism. In this context, an SSO is an authentication me-
chanism that provides a unique identifier for a sub-
ject, whether it is a user or a (virtual) machine, so it
can be authenticated on several services, potentially
in a transparent manner. To provide this service, SSO
mechanisms assume basically the existence of three
elements:

• Identity Provider (IdP): the authentication server
responsible for issuing digital identities in a secure
manner, whenever necessary;

• Service Provider (SP): the application that requi-
res the authentication of subjects (e.g., users or ma-
chines) before providing the service; and

• Subject: the end-user/application that accesses the
service after being authenticated with the IdP’s aid.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic architecture of SSO
solutions and the interactions among these entities.
The SSO-based authentication process starts with the
subject accessing the SP and indicating which IdP
should be used for authentication. The authentication
agent embedded into the subject’s application then
obtains the credentials from the IdP (2), where the
subject’s credentials are stored. This IdP then execu-
tes the authentication process toward the SP, granting
access to the services the subject is authorized to use
(3). From the SP’s standpoint, there is little difference
between this process and a traditional authentication:
as long as the SP supports the SSO mechanism, it still
gains access to some information that represents the
subject’s credentials, the main difference being that
in this case the entity providing these credentials is
the IdP rather than the subject (Volchkov, 2001).
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Figure 1: SSO system. Based on (Volchkov, 2001).

The authentication performed in this manner is
said to be centralized in an IdP (Urueña et al., 2014;
Sette and Ferraz, 2014), since a single authentication
toward this entity grants access to several computing
resources and applications in a distributed environ-
ment. In other words, after the IdP verifies that the
user’s claim over an identity is valid, the IdP itself
can act on the subject’s behalf whenever an authen-
tication is required. In systems that adopt passwords
as part of its authentication mechanism, for instance,
a user does not need to remember several passwords
for different services, nor ignore security best practi-
ces advising against password reuse on multiple sites:
a single password, intended for the IdP, is all that is
needed. The IdP can then protect those passwords
accordingly, such as using some password hashing
scheme (Andrade et al., 2016) for thwarting dictio-
nary attacks in case the database is stolen, as well
as captchas and/or throttling mechanisms for avoiding
online password cracking attempts (Zhu et al., 2014).
The IdP may also consider the user’s password as a
“master secret”, using it to derive cryptographic keys
for encrypting the database, providing further pro-
tection against database breaches. Similarly, in sys-
tems that rely on biometrics, the IdP is the only entity
that collects and stores the user’s biometric informa-
tion, reducing the risk of its exposure and subsequent
attacks (Galbally et al., 2012). Whenever the creden-
tials need to be updated, this can be done directly with
the IdP, which then becomes responsible for synchro-
nizing this change toward all services.

Combined, these elements create an Identity Me-
tasystem, i.e., an interoperable architecture of digi-
tal identities. This metasystem allows subjects to
manage several digital identities using different un-
derlying technologies, possibly from different imple-
mentations and providers (Hamlen et al., 2011). In-
deed, SSO solutions have constantly evolved over
time and currently rely on different mechanisms for
synchronization and credential storage. Examples in-
clude the use of certificates (e.g., X.509), tokens (e.g.,
Kerberos), and attribute exchange mechanisms (e.g.,
OpenID).

3 EXISTING TAXONOMIES

Historically, different SSO protocols have been pro-
posed, often targeted at different systems and requi-
rements. This has led to several taxonomies, created
to classify these protocols for specific contexts. Even
though these taxonomies do not focus specifically on
cloud computing, they provide a good overview of
SSO solutions. For this reason, they are analyzed in
this section.

3.1 Pashalidis and Mitchell

The taxonomy presented in (Pashalidis and Mitchell,
2003) is somewhat classical, being adopted for the
classification of several SSO systems (Tiwari and
Joshi, 2009; Clercq, 2002; Linden and Vilpola, 2005).
It separates SSO systems in two main categories:

• Pseudo-SSO systems use an SSO component to
manage the authentication credentials for each SP.
The user authenticates against this component,
which is responsible for conveying the operation to
the different SPs. The relationship between iden-
tity and SP is n : 1 – each identity is related to a
single SP and the user can have multiple identities
for a single SP.

• True SSO systems use an Authentication Service
Provider (ASP), a role that is usually played by the
IdP, to establish a relationship with each SP. This
relationship requires some sort of trust level that
is supported by a contractual agreement (Pashali-
dis and Mitchell, 2003). The authentication pro-
cess occurs exclusively between users and the ASP,
and SPs are then notified about the result via au-
thentication assertions. These assertions contain
the user’s identity and the authentication state at
the SP. The relationship between identities and SPs
can then be n : m – the user may have multiple iden-
tities in each SP, but may also prefer to use a same
identity in different SPs.

Both pseudo-SSO and true SSO systems can ope-
rate in local mode or in proxy-based mode, leading to
the four categories presented in Table 1.

3.2 Clercq

(Clercq, 2002) classifies SSO architectures as simple
or complex, which are illustrated in Figure 2.

Simple SSO architectures use a single authentica-
tion authority with a same set of credentials for the
user. Some examples include IBM Tivoli and Mi-
crosoft RADIUS. Having a single authority does not
mean necessarily that there is only one authentication
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Table 1: SSO taxonomy by (Pashalidis and Mitchell, 2003).

Local Proxy

Pseudo-
SSO

Local Pseudo-SSO: The
pseudo-SSO component
resides in the user’s machine,
acting as a repository of
credentials and scripts for
authenticating the user. The
user starts the authentication
process toward the compo-
nent and then the process is
conveyed to the SPs.

Proxy Pseudo-SSO: The
pseudo-SSO component
resides in an external proxy
server, which must be trusted
by the user for storing its
credentials and authentica-
tion scripts. Authentication
is started by the user and
redirected to the proxy, which
executes the authentication
process.

True
SSO

Local True SSO: User
authenticates toward locally
managed ASP, which then
sends authentication asserti-
ons to the SPs. There must an
adequate trust level between
the local ASP and the SPs,
as well as a proper security
infrastructure in place.

Proxy True SSO: The ASP
resides in an external server
that operates as a broker be-
tween users and SPs, issuing
assertions regarding the au-
thentication. The ASP must
be trusted, otherwise it could
easily impersonate a user by
sending an assertion to a SP.

Figure 2: Clercq Architecture (Clercq, 2002).

server and one credential database available, though.
In fact, for improved performance and scalability, a
single authentication authority might consist of mul-
tiple authentication servers and several replicated cre-
dential databases (Clercq, 2002).

Complex SSO architectures involve multiple au-
thentication authorities with one or many sets of cre-
dentials for each user, which allows them to cover dis-
tinct administrative domains implemented in different
platforms (potentially managed by multiple organiza-
tions). They are further divided in two subclasses: sy-
stems that use a single set of credentials and systems
that employ multiple sets. The former usually rely on
two types of credentials:

• Token-based: Users are authenticated toward the
authentication authority and receive a token, which
can be used in subsequent authentications toward
services from the same domain or to prove the
user’s identity toward a secondary authority (like

in Kerberos (MIT, 2015));

• PKI-based: Rely on a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI), which means that the user first registers in a
trusted Certification Authority (CA) or in a Regis-
tration Authority (RA). During the authentication
process, the user is identified via a set of creden-
tials, leading to the generation of an asymmetric
pair of cryptographic keys. The possession of the
public key certificate together with the correspon-
ding private key allows the user to generate sig-
ned tokens for authentication (e.g., in a challenge-
response protocol).
Architectures with multiple sets of credentials, on

their turn, can be subdivided in basically three types:
• Credential Synchronization: The users’ credenti-

als are synchronized among several applications, so
they all see the same set of credentials (e.g., a same
password). Usually, the credentials are stored in a
single database that is accessed by those applicati-
ons. As a result, when the credentials are updated,
the synchronization between services occurs in a
seamless manner.

• Client-side Secure Caching: Users are able to lo-
cally store service credentials, which are usually
protected by a master password.

• Server-side Secure Caching: Users store credenti-
als in a remote server, which becomes the primary
database of credentials. This database maps pri-
mary and secondary credentials of the user, such
as a master password and a service-specific pass-
word, respectively; the latter can then be stored by
the corresponding services, which constitute secon-
dary authentication domains.
It is interesting to notice that, even though

Clercq’s taxonomy for SSO solutions includes more
classes than (Pashalidis and Mitchell, 2003), they ac-
tually use similar concepts in their classification. For
example, Clercq’s client and server-side credential
storage classes are analogous to the pseudo-SSO and
true SSO based on proxies from Pashalidis and Mit-
chell’s taxonomy.

3.3 Bhargav-Spantzel Taxonomy
The taxonomy by Barghav-Spantzel et al. (2006)
addresses the SSO solution from the user’s stand-
point (Bhargav-Spantzel et al., 2006). For this rea-
son, it is currently well-accepted for classifying SSO
systems in the context user-centered identity manage-
ment solutions (Han et al., 2010; Suriadi et al., 2009;
Zhang and Chen, 2010; Zhang and Chen, 2011). Ba-
sically, the taxonomy proposes a classification ba-
sed on two main paradigms: relationship-focused and
credential-focused, discussed in what follows.
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3.3.1 Relationship-focused
A relationship-focused SSO system manages only
the relationship among IdP, SP, and user. For each
transaction, the user queries an IdP with which it
is registered and dynamically obtains information.
Relationship-focused systems use short-lived tokens,
valid only during a limited set of transactions. The
pros and cons of this type of system are as follows:

• Pros:
– Short-lived tokens limit the risk and potential da-

mage in case they are stolen or intercepted;
– As long as the IdP is online, it can keep the authen-

tication information up-to-date;
– In general, they are lightweight systems and do not

required a robust user-side client application; and
– They only require an effective asymmetric crypto-

graphic solution.

• Cons:
– The need of having an always-online IdP turns it

into a Single Point of Failure (SPF);
– As the IdP is always involved in the transactions,

the user activities can be monitored, so the IdP
needs to be fully trusted; and

– If there is a lot of token transitivity, the risk of im-
personation issues grows. A token is considered
transitive if the component that receives the token
can somehow use it to impersonate its owner (e.g.,
if the authentication mechanism assumes the bearer
of the token is its rightful owner for any authen-
tication context). Several existing SSO systems
include mechanisms to prevent this issue; for ex-
ample, SAML (OASIS, 2015) and Liberty (Liberty
Alliance, 2015) explicitly define who is the entity
to which the token is intended, so any attempt to
forward the received token to a third party would
lead to its rejection as the token’s recipient infor-
mation would not match that of the third party.

3.3.2 Credential-focused

A credential-focused system is characterized by the
fact that it directly manages the credentials. This in-
cludes, for instance, a client application that stores the
user’s long-term tokens in a local database: in this
case, the user can reuse the credentials issues by the
IdP for multiple transactions, even without contacting
the IdP once again. To be practical, such systems
must use long-lived credentials (e.g., X.509 certifica-
tes (Cooper, 2008)), as otherwise the locally stored
credentials would become quickly useless. Some pros
and cons of credential-focused solutions are:

• Pros:

– By definition, the IdP is offline during the transacti-
ons. Hence, it is unable to trace the users’ activities
and, if it goes offline, the authentication system’s
availability is not critically affected (except, obvi-
ously, that new tokens cannot be issued).

– The tokens generated from the long-term creden-
tials are necessarily not transitive, as otherwise
the users would be vulnerable to impersonation at-
tacks. Such non-transitivity is ensured by mecha-
nisms such as challenge-response protocols invol-
ving nonces, so a token generated for a certain con-
text cannot be reused in a different context.

• Cons:
– Credential theft or undesired sharing could lead to

severe risk and damage to the system. Hence, it is
fundamental to avoid any sort of credential sharing
in such systems.

– Credential loss requires a mechanism to revoke it.
If a credential is revoked, the user cannot access
any service associated to it until a new valid cre-
dential is issued.

– Credential-focused systems usually lead to a hig-
her workload on the client application, thus requi-
ring more robust client applications (and client-side
computational resources).

3.3.3 Limitations

Even though Bhargav-Spantzel’s taxonomy model le-
ads to a quite succinct and comprehensive abstraction
for SSO mechanisms, the fact that it focus on user-
centered systems make it less useful for analyzing
identity-centered architectures. In other words, this
taxonomy is interesting to evaluate SSO systems in
which the users can have multiple identities to log
on several services, potentially using different iden-
tity providers, as it is the common case of the Internet.
However, it does not cover well solutions that rely on
a locally centralized identity provider, in which it is
important to ensure that each entity is identified une-
quivocally for administrative purposes; this is the case
of corporate or federated systems, and also of many
cloud environments.
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4 COMPARISON AND
EVALUATION OF EXISTING
TAXONOMIES

A first aspect that must be considered in a comparison
among the three presented taxonomies refers to its co-
verage of the user-centered and/or identity-centered
paradigms. Namely, while the taxonomy by Bhargav-
Spantzel et al. exclusively focuses on user-centered
solutions, the other two taxonomies address the whole
SSO spectrum.

Another interesting aspect refers to the core met-
hod or categories employed in the construction of
the proposed taxonomies for SSO solutions. Pasha-
lidis and Mitchell’s taxonomy classifies the systems
mainly in terms of locality, distinguishing pseudo-
SSO and true SSO systems (local or remote). Clercq
architecture, in turn, uses complexity as the primary
metric for classifying SSO systems, and then consi-
der the amount of credential information handled by
them (single set or multiple set of credentials). Fi-
nally, the Bhargav-Spantzel taxonomy focuses on the
interactions between users and the IdP, distinguishing
systems where the interactions are strong and the to-
kens are short-lived (relationship-focused) from those
with less frequent interactions and long-lived tokens
(credential-focused).

Even though it is not possible to define which
taxonomy is best suited for all scenarios, the analysis
of the literature shows that the taxonomy by Pasha-
lidis e Mitchell is the most comprehensive and well-
accepted. Therefore, it is reasonable to use it as a
reference for defining more detailed sub-classes. In-
deed, the relationship between (Pashalidis and Mit-
chell, 2003) and (Clercq, 2002) architectures has alre-
ady been described in (Linden and Vilpola, 2005): as
illustrated in Table 2, Pashalidis and Mitchell’s taxo-
nomy (in the rows and columns) can be approximately
mapped to the classes defined in Clercq’s taxonomy
(in the table’s internal cells). The main limitation of
this mapping is that, even though credential synchro-
nization is accounted for in (Pashalidis and Mitchell,
2003) original article, there is not a specific category
for it in their taxonomy.

Table 2: Comparison between Pashalidis and Mitchell’s
taxonomy and the taxonomy by Clercq. Adapted from (Lin-
den and Vilpola, 2005).

Local SSO systems Proxy-based SSO systems

Pseudo-SSO Sys-
tems

Secure client-side credential
caching

Secure server-side credential
caching

True SSO Systems PKI-based SSO systems Token-based SSO systems

The relationship between the taxonomy by
(Bhargav-Spantzel et al., 2006) and the other two

taxonomies hereby described is illustrated in Fi-
gure 3. Figure 3 shows that the credential-focused
and relationship-focused systems can be seen as sub-
types of the PKI-based and token-based systems, re-
spectively. Therefore, Pashalidis and Mitchell’s taxo-
nomy (and, consequently, Clercq’s) can be seen as
more comprehensive, including categories for the
classification of specific systems as those covered by
(Bhargav-Spantzel et al., 2006).

Figure 3: Relationship among the taxonomies hereby inves-
tigated.

Whereas a generic taxonomy allows several sys-
tems to be classified under its structure, the lack of
more fine-grained classes available in more specific
taxonomies may reduce their usefulness when a de-
tailed analysis and comparison is necessary. After all,
systems with quite different properties end up in the
same (high-level) category, the comparison between
them will not rely on the taxonomy itself, but in de-
tails not covered by it. On the other hand, a user-
centered taxonomy approach as the one proposed by
Bhargav-Spantzel et al. does not necessarily cover
well SSO systems that are not user-centered themsel-
ves. In the specific case of cloud systems, this may
hinder the classification and comparison of different
authentication models, since they must be able to ad-
dress (Hamlen et al., 2011):

• Several trust relationships;

• Several access control policies, based on roles and
attributes;

• The provisioning of services in real time;

• Authorization services; and

• Audit and accountability services.

In addition, one particularity of the identity mana-
gement in cloud systems is that in such environments
the identity of users is fragmented in silos, and usu-
ally is not entirely on the user’s control (Ates et al.,
2011). Such specificity motivates the creation of a
cloud-oriented SSO taxonomy that allows the identi-
fication of authentication systems that conciliate those
properties (e.g., by returning the control of the sy-
stem’s identities to the users).
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5 PROPOSED TAXONOMY

The proposed taxonomy is based on the one presented
by Pashalidis and Mitchell (Pashalidis and Mitchell,
2003), but adopts a hierarchical approach instead of a
horizontal one to account for particularities of cloud
systems. As a result, this approach remains concise
in its initial levels, but in its deeper levels allows a
more detailed classification of SSO systems even wit-
hout focusing on a particular (e.g., user-centered) sce-
nario. Similarly to the work proposed in (Pashalidis
and Mitchell, 2003), it is possible to use the proposed
taxonomy as a starting point for further more detailed
analysis of cloud SSO systems. The resulting hierar-
chical structure is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows
the following categories:

Figure 4: Proposed taxonomy model for Single Sign-On
oriented towards cloud computing.

• Pseudo-SSO: Pseudo-SSO systems can be clas-
sified as: local, proxy-based, or synchronization-
based. As noted in Section 4, this explicit in-
clusion of synchronization-based systems avoids
the need of classifying them as local or proxy-
based, conciliating the taxonomies by Pashalidis
and Mitchell, and Clercq.

– Password synchronization: Systems based on
password synchronization between the servi-
ces. They are typically represented by systems

that use a master database for such synchroni-
zation, thus implementing transparent and se-
amless integration between any other credential
databases.

– Secure client-side credential caching: Systems
that allow local management of credentials.
Credentials are stored in a local database via
a master password or other authentication me-
chanism (e.g., biometrics).

– Secure server-side credential caching: Systems
that allow remote storage and management of
credentials. These credentials are replicated
and secured by a trusted remote server, inclu-
ding secondary credentials used to authenticate
other service domains.

• True SSO: True SSO systems are organized in
local and proxy-based. The proposed taxonomy
explicitly divides these categories, but the analy-
sis of currently existing solutions shows that PKI-
based systems end up being local, while systems
based on tokens are proxy-based.

– User-centric: Systems that are focused on the
user instead of the SPs. In this model, the user
may choose the IdP that will be responsible to
process the authentication request. User-centric
systems are based on assertions about the user,
which are used for the communication between
the IdPs and SPs, or employ PKI for that
purpose. Systems that are based on assertions
are typically relationship-focused, while those
based on PKI are usually credential-focused.

– Identity-centric: Systems focused on the user’s
identity in the SP. These systems are also cal-
led “centralized authentication solutions”, as in
those cases the users are limited to authenticate
against a particular IdP.

5.1 Classifying Cloud-oriented SSO
Solutions

Aiming to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed
taxonomy, it is interesting to discuss how it addres-
ses the classification of SSO systems used in cloud
computing environments. First, we note that user-
centered solutions such as OpenID (OpenID, 2015)
and SAML (OASIS, 2015) are widely adopted and
supported by cloud services, both in private clouds
such as OpenStack (Openstack, 2017) and in public
ones such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) (Amazon,
2015). In this context, as in Bhargav-Spantzel et al.’s
taxonomy, it is possible to distinguish user-centered
mechanisms that are relationship-focused from those
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that are credential-focused.
The taxonomy also allows the characterization of

SSO systems in different specificity levels, depending
on the how much detail is necessary. For example,
in a high level, Kerberos and OpenID are both true
proxy-based SSO systems. However, under a finer-
grained perspective, Kerberos can also be classified
as identity-centered, using tokens for the communica-
tion between the system’s elements. In contrast, Ope-
nID is a user-centered proxy-based true SSO system,
using assertions (typically conveyed via tokens) for
this communication. Hence, even though both Ker-
beros and OpenID rely on tokens and centralize the
authentication process on an SSO entity, the appro-
aches adopted by them can be clearly distinguished
using the proposed taxonomy.

Whereas the proposed taxonomy aims to be quite
comprehensive, we emphasize that it might not re-
main as complete with the development of new sys-
tems. Nevertheless, as long as novel approaches can
still be classified in the high-level categories cove-
red, it can be extended to accommodate such soluti-
ons in its hierarchy. In addition, some SSO solutions
combine different mechanisms for the same domain,
leading to a more complex system that does not fit
directly into a single category of the proposed taxo-
nomy. For example, OpenStack running its Identity
API version 3 (Openstack, 2015) is able to use both
OpenID and Kerberos.

Table 3: Classification of existing SSO solutions using the
proposed taxonomy.

Solution Main category Subcategories

Azure Active Directory (Mi-
crosoft, 2015a)

Pseudo-SSO Credential synchronization

CardSpace (Microsoft, 2006) Pseudo-SSO Secure client-side credential caching

Entrust Cloud PKI (Entrust,
2015)

Pseudo-SSO Secure server-side credential caching

Facebook Login (Facebook,
2017)

True SSO User-centric; Assertions;
Relationship-focused

FIDO (FIDO, 2015) Pseudo-SSO Secure client-side credential caching

Kerberos-based (MIT, 2015) True SSO Identity-centric; Tokens

Liberty Alliance (Liberty Alli-
ance, 2015)

True SSO User-centric; Assertions;
Relationship-focused

Microsoft Passport (Micro-
soft, 2015b)

True SSO User-centric

OpenID (OpenID, 2015) True SSO User-centric; Assertions;
Relationship-focused

SAML (OASIS, 2015) True SSO User-centric; Assertions;
Relationship-focused

Shibboleth (Shibboleth, ) True SSO User-centric; Assertions;
Relationship-focused

X.509 (Cooper, 2008) True SSO User-centric; PKI-based; Credential-
focused

Consequently, since the resulting authentication
system is based on two distinct models, it can only
be placed on a higher level category, e.g., being clas-
sified generically as a proxy-based true SSO system.

For a more complete view of the authentication
ecosystem in the cloud environment, Table 3 shows
the classification of several SSO systems using the
proposed taxonomy.

In this table, SSO systems are classified first using
a coarse-grained level, and then into the fine-grained
level of the proposed taxonomy. Several SSO systems
used in cloud computing services and solutions are
covered, even when they were developed for particu-
lar contexts. Therefore, its fine-grained levels should
aid in the comparison of distinct solutions to find the
most suitable to a particular cloud service and context.

Compared to the other taxonomies investigated in
this paper, the one hereby proposed allows a more
precise classification of SSO systems, since it is the
result of combining generic architectures with more
specific ones.

6 CONSIDERATIONS & FUTURE
WORK

SSO solutions have been widely adopted throughout
the years, in especial to solve the complex problem
of credentials management. In addition, SSO mecha-
nisms have also contributed for identity management
among several services, enabling authentication in a
more user-friendly manner. This characteristic is of
particular interest in cloud environments, in which the
development of new services leads to a constant need
of integrating different systems.

Aiming to facilitate the comparison among SSO
mechanisms that can be employed in the cloud sce-
nario, this article presents a taxonomy for existing
solutions, conciliating categories from different taxo-
nomies available in the literature. More specifically,
the proposed taxonomy builds upon the work in (Pas-
halidis and Mitchell, 2003), taking advantage of its
generality and extending it with finer-grained catego-
ries, in special those from the taxonomies proposed
in (Bhargav-Spantzel et al., 2006; Clercq, 2002). As
a result, it allows a clearer analysis and evaluation of
several characteristics of the target SSO solutions, as
well as a comparison with alternative approaches for
identifying the best suited for a specific scenario.

One important characteristic of the proposed taxo-
nomy is the extensibility applied to base categories
provided in (Pashalidis and Mitchell, 2003), which
should allow it to cover new solutions as they are cre-
ated and implemented. To further explore this capabi-
lity, as future works we plan to investigate other SSO
solutions that might lead to an enhanced taxonomy,
with even finer-grained categories.
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